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Rethinking professorial
careers at universities of
applied sciences
With its project „Rethinking Professorship Careers at Universities 
of Applied Sciences - Collaboration and Networking“, TH Köln 
would like to recruit excellent personnel for professorships and 
wants to achieve a better transmission between science and 
practice. In the end more applicants should be interested in 
HAW professorships.

Early entry into an academic career, e.g. as a student or acade-
mic assistant is crucial for planning a career as a professor. This is 
where the measure „Working@TH Cologne - Experience Science“ 
in the sub-project „Improving Recruitment“ comes into play:

In order to raise awareness of a career in scholarship and re-
search as early as possible, students interested in a scientific 
career should be matched with professors of TH Köln by means 
of student assistant contracts to support them in teaching and 
research activities and to gain insights into the career profile of a 
HAW professorship.

Objectives and benefit

For students

 – gain insights into the academic world and research projects as 
well as the job description of an HAW professorship

 – be supported in the competence development with regard to 
scientific work

 – gain a better knowledge of university-specific framework and 
working conditions

 – develop strategies for a possible scientific career

For professors

 – strengthen junior staff and set impulses for development
 – receive support for research project and teaching activities
 – recognize and promote individual talents and become  
personnel developers 

 – be a professional role model for academic career planning
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Contact info
TH Köln
Career-Service
Hochschulreferat Studium und Lehre
Campus Deutz
Betzdorfer Str. 2
50679 Köln

Karin Oberzier
T: +49 221-8275-3068
E: karin.oberzier@th-koeln.de

Registration
For professors 
Are you interested in supporting students on their career paths? 
At the same time, are you looking for support for your research 
project or teaching area?

For students
You are at least in the 3rd semester of your studies and would 
like to learn more about career opportunities in science through 
a qualified student assistant job?

For more information on how to apply, please visit:  
th-koeln.de/career-service  
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General conditions

Financing
This measure will receive financing from the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research (BMBF) funding line if the above- 
mentioned criteria are fulfilled. The Career Service can advise 
you on the application process.

Period
»Working@TH Köln – Experience Academia« is a temporary 
learning arrangement in combination with a job for professors 
for the duration of three to five months with up to 15 hours per 
week.

Selection of the participants
The program primarily addresses diverse students who have 
no previous experience in a student assistant job. Students are 
informed and recruited by the Career Service. In parallel, interes-
ted professors are approached and matched with students.

Job Profile
Activities supporting the supervising teacher in research  
projects and in the preparation of courses are encouraged.

Support and advice at the Career Service
The Career Service offers lectures and workshops on application 
and career planning as well as personal advice.


